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deugro group Appoints Rasmus Jørgensen
London, United Kingdom, October 28, 2021 – deugro group appoints Rasmus Jørgensen Vice
President Global Business Development – Renewable Energy, effective October 1, 2021. With
this, deugro group is taking a further step to position the group of companies with a dedicated
Sustainable Energy team.
Rasmus Jørgensen has 14 years’ experience in the offshore energy industry and will work closely
with the global deugro group Sustainable Energy team to develop the strategic business
opportunities and support success in the offshore energy sector. Investments in offshore energy
sector are planned to top USD 173 trillion by 2050, which underscores the perfect timing for Rasmus
Jørgensen being appointed by deugro group. Thanks to his extensive expertise in the offshore
energy market, combined with deugro group’s proven track record, clients will be able to gain
maximum benefit from innovative solutions. deugro group continues to invest in and focus on
exceptional growth in the global offshore energy industry.
“I’m excited to be joining deugro group at this point in time. The renewable energy industry is evolving
at a rapid pace and requiring investment and new innovative solutions to be able to meet climate
goals whilst maintaining a declining Levelized Cost Of Energy (LCOE),” said Rasmus Jørgensen,
Vice President Global Business Development – Renewable Energy, deugro group.
“I believe that the deugro group has extensive capabilities and competence in the renewable energy
industry. We are well positioned to design and deliver the value-added solutions needed across all
aspects of the supply chain.”
“I firmly believe that the experience in offshore energy and marine asset knowledge that Rasmus
brings to the group further expands our capabilities and expertise within the industry. His extensive
network complements our current client portfolio, and we will continue to develop new business
partnerships and supply chain collaboration as well as to drive innovation to help bring projects to
commission, and into operation,” added Daniel Cogbill, Global Head of Sustainable Energy, deugro
group.
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“This is an exciting time for deugro group as Rasmus joins us as part of a newly established,
dedicated team with a focus on sustainable energy solutions.”
END

Note to the editor
Please refer to deugro and the deugro group in lower case as per a rebranding of the company in
2018. For more information, please visit: https://deugro-group.com/companies/
Please use the image related to this press release with the following caption:

Rasmus Jørgensen, Vice President Global Business Development – Renewable Energy, deugro group
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About deugro group
The deugro group is comprised of four independent companies that offer far-reaching competence,
experience and know-how in their fields of business:
deugro – Project freight forwarding
dship – Global ocean transportation
dteq – Transport engineering solutions
dhaulage – Specialized transportation assets
The deugro group redefines the one-stop-shop concept for complex logistics services and unifies the
dedication, synergies and competences of all group companies. We stand for entrepreneurial, dynamic,
best-in-class service and have a solid reputation for our client-centric and best minds approach. All group
companies operate according to the highest QHSES and compliance standards.
The deugro group originates from deugro, the first company founded in 1924 in Frankfurt am Main, Germany.
Today, the deugro group continues to be a f amily-owned enterprise with a strong financial foundation. This
global, flexible and diversified network with local knowledge and experience is redefining industry standards
now more than ever.
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